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The present invention relates to gaseous elec- other than green light, emitted by m incmdes- 
tric discharge devices generally and more warticu- cent filament and the glass" container of the de- 
larly the invention relates to such devices useful vice may be such a filter if desired. Where a 
as a dark room lamp in the developing processes mixture of rare gas, such as argon, helium, kryp- 

5 of the photographic art. ton, xenon or neon, and mercury is used as the 
It  is well known in the art that photographic gaseous filling the mercury spectrum drowns out 

films and plates are least sensitive to green light the rare gas spectrum during the operation of the 
and that light of this wave length may be used at  device so that only the fnercury spectnunn, which 
a suBicient intensity to render visibility to the is rich in green light, is emitted by the device. 

10 developing process without harm to the films and The other Iight rays, other thap the green rays, 
plates being developed, this being true even in the of the mercury spectrum may be screened out by 
case of panchromatic lilms and plates. I t  has a common commercial filter. 
hitherto been the practice in the art to use incan- In the drawing accompanying and forming 
descent lamps equipped with a green filter for this Part of this specification an embodiment of the 

13 purpose. Such devices have been difficult to 'invention is shown in front elevation but as such 10 
manufacture and to use in photographic devel- illustration is primarily for purposes of dis- 
oping processes as the spectrum of the light emit- closure it wiU be understood of course that nu- 
ted by the incandescent metal wire or carbon fils- merous substitutions, modifications and changes 
rnent present in such devices is continuous in its in the form and details of the device and in its 

~ ' o  nature and covers the entire range of the spec- us@ and operation will be apparent to those m e d  16 
trum and the green colored light emitted is pro- in the art from thafollowing detailed description 
portionately weak in intensity. Expensive, scien- and from the appended claims. 
tifically perfect filters were necessam to screen Referring to the drawing the new and novel 
out the light other than the green light emitted dark room lamp, being a gaseous electric dis- 

C j  by the incandescent filament and the manufac- charge device of the negative glow type, com- $0 
ture of the container comprising such a filter pre- pris@s a container 1 having a screw base 2. The 
sented many difficulties involving expensive op- leads 5 and 6 of the electrodes 7 and 8, reslpec- 
erations. tively. are sealed into pinch part 4 of the stem 3 

The object of the present invention is to pro- of said container 1. Electrodes 7 and 8 consist 
30 vide an inexpensive light source for me in the of metal wires shaped in the form of a screw and $6 

developing processes of the photographic art said are arranged in the container 1 in such manner 
light source providing a light harmless to photo- that they are equi-distant from each other a t  aU 
graphic developing emulsions. Another object points thereof. Said glass container 1 is filled 
of the invention is to provide such s Iight source with an easily ionizable rare gas, such as argon, 

35 in which the spectrum of the emitted light is at  a low pressure. A drop of mercury 3 is in said 90 
proportionately rich in green. Still further ob- container 1, said body d mercury 9 is vaporized 
jects am3 advantages attaching to the device and during the operation of the device and the light 
to its use and operation will be apparent to those emitted by the mercury vapor drowns out or sup- 
skilled in the art from the following detailed de- presses the light emitted by the rare gas present 

40 scription and from the appended claims. in such device. The rare gas, such as argon, for W 
In accordance with these objects the invention example, has sc low "break-down" potential and 

comprises s negative glow lamp having a gaseous is therefore eused for starting purposes. The 
atmosphere consisting of mercury vapor, or a Iight emitted by the mercury vapor is rich in 
mixture of mercury vapor and a rare gas such green radiations and the other light emitted 

45 as, for example, argon, helium, krypton, xenon thereby may be screened out by c o ~ o n  corn- 100 
or neon. Such a lamp has a discontinuous spec- rnercisl filters. The glass container 1 may be 
tnun, as is well known in the art, and the light M e  of a glass being a suitable filter or such 
emitted thereby is proportionately weak in light said container 1 may be of clear glass and co~rted 
rays harmful in the developing processes of pho- with a green lacquer or enamel or any other green 

50 tographic fthm and plates and may be screened filter well known in the arts may be used. 105 
out with greater facility than the light, other than The shape of the electrodes and the container 
green light, emitted by an incandescent filament, may k varied if desired. 
and comxnercial green filters may be used for What I claim ss new and desire to secure by 
this purpose rather than the scientifically per- Letters Patent of the United States is:- 

I 55 fect filters necessary for screening out the light, I. A photographic dark room electric lamp 11° 



comprising a container, negative glow discharge the light, other than the green light, emitted by 
electrodes sealed therein, a gaseous atmosphere said device. 
therein, the negative glow light emitted by said 3. A photographic dark room electric lamp 
gaseous atmosphere being rich in green radia- comprising a container, negative glow discharge 

fi tions, a Alter in operative relation to said device electrodes sealed therein, a gaseous atmosphere 80 
adapted to screen out the light, other than the therein comprising a rare gas and mercury va- 
green light, emitted by said device. por, the negative glow light emitted by said mer- 

2. A photographic dark room electric lamp cury vapor drowning out the light emitted by 
comprising a container, negative glow discharge said gas during the operation of the device, the 

10 electrodes sealed therein, a gaseous atmosphere light emitted by said mercury vapor being rich 85 
therein comprising m e r c b  vapor, the negative in green radiations, a filter in operative relation 
glow light emitted by said gaseous atmosphere to said device adapted to screen out the light, 
being rich in green radiations, a filter in opera- other than the green light, emitted by said device. 
tive relation to said device adapted to screen out EaANZ ABSHAGEN. 
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